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ASSISTANT BISHOP
INTRODUCTION

Wiyalita Yirri Yirri
With these words from the Awabakal people meaning, “We gather
to speak in a sacred way”, we begin the important work of an
annual Synod. I welcome the members of the Synod together with
those visiting to observe and encourage us in our work.

Facing the past and shaping a healthy future
Our gathering is affected profoundly by the absence
of our Bishop. The events surrounding the Royal
Commission have had a significant impact on him and
his family. I know that you join with me in offering our
love and our prayers to Bishop Greg, to Kerry and to
their family.
I had never imagined that I would be giving an address
to you at this Synod. Bishop Greg and I have talked a lot
about what would need to come after the hearings were
completed. In October, we met with a group of people to
explore the work that this Synod needed to do around
healing and growth. Our shared passion was shaping
a healthy future as we continued to face the past. My
words today draw from those important conversations
while recognising that our context is different to what
we imagined it might be.
My words are also shaped by the amazing experience
of grace that I encountered in the corridors of the Royal
Commission. I was deeply moved by some private
conversations with survivors of abuse within our
Diocese. I honour those who have bravely brought their
testimony before us and continued to do so even when
we weren’t listening. We are offered an undeserved gift
of healing and grace when any survivor extends a hand
towards us.
My words are also affected by the reality that, this week,
a priest who served in this Diocese in the seventies
and eighties has been gaoled for child abuse within
the Diocese. I encourage members of Synod, who are
able to, to read the Newcastle Herald article and seek
to understand the experience of victims and survivorsi.
We are often reminded that a very significant part of
the healing for some victims is to see their perpetrators
brought to justice through the courts. They look to us to
be openly supportive of those processes.

In this room there are survivors, family and friends
of survivors, clergy and members of congregations
affected by abuse.
Members of Synod, I invite you to stand in silence and
hold before God all who have been affected by abuse
and those who support them. They are amazing people.
As I have wrestled with my thoughts for today, I have
been drawn a number of times to Holy Saturday
– the day between Good Friday and Easter Day. In
the more liturgical expressions of Anglicanism, the
movement from the Last Supper to the Resurrection
is celebrated with varied liturgies and solemnities. It
is often described as a journey as people rehearse the
events of those holy days of such cosmic significance.
Interestingly, the Western Church, both catholic and
reformed, does not provide a specific liturgy for Holy
Saturday. However, the Orthodox Church does engage
with this day of waiting. They call it, “Great Saturday”.
It “is the day between Jesus’ death and His resurrection.
It is the day of watchful expectation, in which mourning
is being transformed into joy”. “The solemn observance
of Great Saturday helps us to recall and celebrate the
great truth that ‘despite the daily vicissitudes and
contradictions of history and the abiding presence of
hell within the human heart and human society,’ life
has been liberated! Christ has broken the power of
death.”ii
Right now, I think our Diocese is experiencing
something of Holy Saturday. We are caught between
lament, as we face the past, and hope, as we see some
of the fruit emerging as we seek to embrace a healthy
future.
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Our shame in art
There is no doubt that Holy Saturday is a complex
place to be. I carried a sense of it with me in the days
following the Royal Commission hearings. The enormity
of what I had heard over many days weighed heavily on
me. The words of a Royal Commission staffer continued
to ring in my ears. She said, “Will anything change as a
result of all of this?”
In an endeavour to rest awhile I went to the Art Gallery
of New South Wales. In the contemporary art section
I was confronted by a new acquisition created by the
artist Nell (she doesn’t disclose her surname). The piece
is entitled Where Newcastle meets Maitland. You will
see that the name of the two cities is depicted in the
form of a cross. The artwork is described as “a banner
of passionate protest”. This protest is identified in the
art gallery note as focussed on “sexual violence against
women”. Yet, when reading the news articles that form

part of the work, the harm caused within the Anglican
and Catholic churches, that are identified with these
cities, is also plain to see. Nell draws to our attention
over 150 years of sexual violence. The cross does not sit
in this art as a sign of redemption but of condemnation.
We are at a profoundly difficult time in our history. The
wider community is very uncertain about us. They are
watching carefully to see what we do. This scrutiny has
been underway for some time. The gift that many offer
to us is that they want us to succeed. Even if they never
darken the door of a church building they affirm the
good that the Church can be.
We are at a watershed moment. We can receive the gift
of hope that people still offer us or we can squander it
by failing to seize the moment that is before us.

Artwork by Nell
Australia, b1975
Where Newcastle meets Maitland
2015
In the centre of this work the names
Maitland and Newcastle, two cities in
New South Wales, intersect to form
a cross. Maitland is Nell’s hometown
and, as a teenager, she would often
catch the train to Newcastle to go to
the movies and see live music. The two
names, shaped to suggest a Christian
cruciform, are set within a wider
collage of painted text that includes
song titles and band logos as well as
quotes from local news articles about
sexual violence against women.
With its assortment of typefaces and
handwritten words, this powerful work
can be seen as both private account a personal scrapbook of records and
thoughts - and public declaration - a
banner of passionate protest - that
evokes an uneasy mixture of vitality
and aggression in a landscape close to
home.
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Facing the past
INDIVIDUAL TRAUMA
One of the most profound stories associated with Holy
Saturday is the Road to Emmaus in Luke’s Gospel
(Chapter 24). In that story, two of Jesus’ disciples are
leaving town following his death. As the story begins,
they have no idea about the resurrection. They are
living into the reality that their hopes, dreams and
vision have collapsed.
Serene Jones writes about this story in her book
Trauma and Grace: Theology in a Ruptured World. She
says, “These disciples, these disoriented witness to a
devastating event, are trauma survivors” (p38 – 39)iii.
Her book is a collection of essays, most of which were
written in response to the events in New York on
11 September 2001, and explores individual and
collective trauma.
One of the deepest learnings for us and the wider
community about child abuse, domestic violence,
the stolen generation and child migrants has been to
properly hear the experience of victim and survivor as
an experience of trauma.
In his book The Body Keeps the Score: Mind, Brain and
Body in the Transformation of Trauma, Dr Bessel van
der Kolk outlines how trauma changes the way our
brains work. Trauma changes people psychologically
and physiologically. Each day, they continue to live with
their trauma. It is a book that has embedded itself in my
thinkingiv. Some of the thoughts that remain with me
are:
•

•

•

•

trauma is not just an event that took place
sometime in the past; it is also the imprint left
by that experience on mind, brain, and body;
trauma changes not only how we think and
what we think about, but also our very capacity
to think;
as long as the trauma is not resolved, the stress
hormones that the body secretes to protect itself
keep circulating, and the defensive movements
and emotional responses keep getting replayed.

Our response to people who have experienced and
continue to experience such profound distress needs
to be trauma-informed. The Royal Commission itself
released an important discussion paper on trauma
informed responses in Octoberv.
Our Holy Saturday realisation is that rather than
bearing Christ to those in need, our church was an
environment in which trauma was inflicted by abusers,
often repeatedly and sometimes working together, but
also by those who failed to see the abuse, and those who
failed to respond to disclosures of abuse.
I have no doubt that across the Diocese we need
to become trauma-informed in our ministries and
most especially to those who have experienced the
seismic trauma of abuse and violence. The Blue Knot
foundation has some very good resourcesvi.

the essence of trauma is that it is
overwhelming, unbelievable and unbearable;
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COLLECTIVE TRAUMA
Serene Jones wrote her book Trauma and Grace:
Theology in a Ruptured World as a way of considering
the impact of collective trauma. There is quite a deal
of writing about the experience of people in New York,
Sri Lanka and other places. It explores how they were
affected and how they responded. Various sociologists
have also looked at the way trauma affects nations,
social groups, and communities which they might
describe as a culture or collective.
The sociologist Jeffrey Alexander proposes that for a
group to recognise a collective trauma, and incorporate
its lessons into their shared identity, it must see the
traumatic event as a fundamental threat “to who they
are, where they came from, and where they want to
go.”vii The wider group needs to embrace a new story by
understanding:
•
•
•
•

What actually happened – what is the nature of
the pain?
Who was affected by this traumatising pain?
How does the wider group identify with or see
their connection with the victims?
Who was responsible?

In part, that work has been going on for us through
the Royal Commission but it has also been going on
in parishes and communities across the Diocese. We
have begun to consider who in our midst, and who
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was among us in the past, has been traumatised. We
are rightly asking the question, “how did it happen?”
These questions invite and require us to realise our
connections with the victims and survivors; to know
them for what they are or were – members of our
Anglican family. We are being called to engage in a new
narrative about our past. A narrative which will bring
with it a new understanding of our culture and of the
trauma people experienced. Our new insights bring
consequences both for some of the victims and some of
the perpetrators.
The sociological studies indicate that there will come
a time when the collective has formed a new identity.
When the new identity emerges there is a desire for
many to move on. The intensity of concern decreases.
We must take care that we do not to try close down the
important journey that we are on. Every parish and
agency and the Diocese as a whole needs to be open to
profound change. We are still in the process of hearing
the story that will change our identity. The experience
of those most harmed is still in the process of being
accepted as a collective story – as the story of the
Diocese of Newcastle – as our story.

RESPONDING TO TRAUMA
The disclosures of child sexual abuse have rightly
rocked the Church, and the broader community, to the
core. The imperative upon us is to continue to work
together to create an environment in which people
who have been abused and witnesses of abuse can
come forward in safety. Will we as a Diocese join with
our Bishop, as we must, in sending a clear message
that abuse of all kinds will not be tolerated and must
be brought into the light? Will we commit ourselves,
without reserve, to the culture and practices needed so
that no child is again exposed to such betrayals of trust?
As we become properly trauma-informed every part
of the Diocese, our leadership, policies processes and
practices must be reviewed and potentially modified
to include a basic understanding of how trauma affects
the life of an individual in our community. This includes
having an understanding of triggers for trauma
survivors that may be aggravated and lead to further
traumatisation.
The Royal Commission’s research articulates the five
principles which we should embrace:
•

•

•

•

•

having a sound understanding of the
prevalence and nature of trauma arising from
interpersonal violence and its impacts on other
areas of life and functioning;
ensuring that practices and procedures don’t
undermine and indeed promote the physical,
psychological and emotional safety of survivors;
adopting cultures and practices that empower
individuals in their recovery by emphasising
autonomy, collaboration and strength-based
approaches;
recognising and being responsive to the lived,
social and cultural contexts of survivors (for
example, recognising gender, race, culture and
ethnicity), which shape both their needs as well
as recovery and healing pathways;
recognising the relational nature of both
trauma and healing.

I used a video from the Blue Knot Foundation just
before. It was previously known as ASCA (Adult
Survivors of Child Abuse). The Foundation identifies
some of the ways that institutions contribute to
re-traumatisation:
•
•

•

•

Reports of past and current abuse are
minimized and not addressed.
Survivors are told (whether overtly or
implicitly) that what happened was “a long time
ago”; to “forget the past” and “move on”. Failure
to acknowledge actions of the perpetrators and
role of the institution compounds the wrongs
and impedes healing.
Trauma-based behaviours of survivors are seen
as “individual” rather than through the lens of
the institutional abuse they have sustained and
its many impacts on psychological and physical
health.
Continued implication, whether direct or
indirect, that survivors, rather than the
institution/s in which they were abused,
are to blame for the adverse effects of such
abuse (clear messages to the contrary must be
conveyed).

I hope that the Diocese will embrace the principles
outlined by Blue Knot Foundation, as we embrace a
trauma-informed approach to ministry. They ask us to
enable:
Safety - physical, emotional, environmental,
cultural, systemic.
Trustworthiness - clarity, consistency,
interpersonal boundaries.
Collaboration - maximizing individual choice and
control.
Choice - maximizing collaboration and sharing
power.
Empowerment - prioritizing empowerment and
skills.

“It is absolutely imperative that we continue
to work together to create an environment in
which complainants/witnesses of abuse can come
forward in safety.”
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THE CATHEDRAL
You will know that Bishop Greg, Dean Stephen Williams
and I have been clear in our hope that the Cathedral
Parish will be at the forefront of this work. There is
a right expectation from the Diocese, that its mother
church, and from the community, that a place at the
heart of its spiritual life, will be a safe place for all
people.
I was heartened by the feedback from the
congregational meeting last Sunday which affirmed its
commitment to becoming a safe place for survivors,
and to accept a collective responsibility and regret for
the harm that has been caused. I am very heartened to

hear of the strong desire expressed by the congregation
to restore a relationship with the Bishops. Please be
assured that I am exploring appropriate steps to put in
place a foundation for that to occur in an environment
that is safe for all those involved.
There is a profound level of hurt and distress that is felt
by many of us, and we must have patience that it will
take time to move through an appropriate process of
restoration.
I know that there is strong support across the Diocese
for the Cathedral congregation as it recovers from the
distressing revelations of the Royal Commission.

PARTICULAR TRAUMA
I recognise that there are quite a number of people
here who have watched the hearings each day,
read the statements and documents tendered to the
Commission. You will no doubt have many observations
and many questions. There are amazing legal minds
that are considering all of this material. Sometime
after February the fruit of their deliberations will be
in the public domain and, sometime after that, the
Commissioners will deliver their formal consideration
of the submissions made to them. All of that will also
be in the public domain. Many will rightly be criticised.
Bishop Greg has expressed publicly his profound
admiration for the work of the Commission and
Commission staff. I affirm strongly these sentiments
and hope that we, as a Synod, will also honour the work
of the Commission.
Those who have been following the Commission
will recognise the immense stress that the office and
relationships in the office have been under. There will
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be a better time and place to explore these things and it
would be unhelpful for me to go into them now in much
detail. I simply want to say to you that the people who
serve the Diocese based at 134 King Street have shown
immense resilience and, where possible, a commitment
to build and re-build personal and professional
relationships. I personally honour them and hope that
you as Synod will recognise the overwhelming demands
that have been on all of these staff.
Members of Synod may be aware of the article in the
Newcastle Herald today about Mr John Cleary. Late
yesterday afternoon the Newcastle Herald contacted the
Diocese and just before the Synod service our lawyers
contacted me. While It might be hoped that I might give
to give more detail to the Synod, I have not received
the sort of advice that I would need from our lawyers
and insurers. This simply cannot occur until next week.
Given this, it will not be appropriate to consider this
further.

Shaping a healthy future
I have spoken quite a bit about Holy Saturday and my
comments so far have been somewhat like looking
back to Good Friday. With the disciples on the road to
Emmaus we have been alert to trauma. Holy Saturday
also looks forward to Easter Day to the reality that
Christ, risen from the dead, has opened the pathway
in which death, evil and sin are vanquished. We look
forward to the fulfilment of all that God promises, “He
will wipe every tear from their eyes. Death will be no
more; mourning and crying and pain will be no more”
(Revelation 21: 3 & 4).

Bloom. There are some important insights from that
model for us which are outlined in this videoix.
While I am not yet in a position to recommend that
the full Sanctuary Model could be implemented in the
Diocese I can affirm that it contains some key principles
which could positively shape our life. I wonder what
it might mean for us to embark upon a path where we
could make a commitment to:
•
•

POST TRAUMATIC GROWTH
•
In the book, The Body keeps the Score, Bessel van der
Kolk says, “Nobody can “treat” a war, or abuse, rape or
molestation, or any other horrendous event, for that
matter; what has happened cannot be undone. But
what can be dealt with are the imprints of the trauma
on body, mind and soul.” Van der Kolk, like many
other psychologists, is outlining what has come to be
known as post-traumatic growth in which thriving and
flourishing is possible. Post traumatic growth does not
suddenly appear leaving behind the grief, pain and
suffering of the traumatic event. It emerges when a
person experiencing trauma, with the close support of
companions who, with optimism and care, help the one
carrying deep pain to:
•
•

find ways to become calm and focussed;
learn to maintain that calm in response to
images, thoughts, sounds or physical sensations
that are reminders of the past;
•
find ways to be fully alive in the present and
engaged with the people around; and
•
discover they do not need to keep secrets from
themselves, including secrets about the ways
they have managed to survive.
It is clear that post traumatic growth is possible for
organisations as well as individuals. One approach is
outlined by the Sanctuary Modelviii developed by Sandra

•

•

•

•

Nonviolence - building and modelling safety
skills and a commitment to higher goals.
Social Responsibility - rebuilding social
connection skills, establishing healthy
attachment relationships.
Growth and Change - working through loss
and restoring hope, meaning, and purpose.
Shared Governance - creating and modelling
civic skills of self-control, self-discipline, and
administration of healthy authority.
Emotional Intelligence - teaching and
modelling emotional management skills and
the integration of thoughts and feelings.
Social Learning - building and modelling
cognitive skills in an environment
that promotes conflict resolution and
transformation.
Open Communication - overcoming barriers
to healthy communication, reducing acting-out,
enhancing self-protective and self-correcting
skills, teaching healthy boundariesx.

Our Bishop has invited us to embrace a healthy culture.
This will require people to step back from undermining
behaviours and embrace positive behaviours. The
principle of the Sanctuary Model is that everyone in an
organisation makes these commitments and chooses
to work this way. My hope and prayer is that we can
embrace these commitments and move away from
what so often feels like a parent-child command-control
model in which your bishops feel like they are called to
police rather than shepherd.
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SOME HELP TO FURTHER POST-TRAUMATIC GROWTH
Parish recovery work - Last August, Bishop Greg and
I worked with Gill Fletcher and, later, also with Tim
Dyer to establish and implement a parish recovery
model whenever there are disclosures of sexual abuse
or misconduct. The program that was designed by Gill
and others is based on approaches used nationally
and internationally. Gill has recruited a team from
the Anglican Church, the Baptist Church and other
church communities. She has consulted with the
Catholic Diocese of Maitland-Newcastle and she has
implemented a process of continued improvement
where new insights and learning are integrated into
the recovery work. So far, teams have been involved in
supporting around a dozen parishes. I see the parish
recovery process as embodying the commitments of the
Sanctuary Model.
Circles of Trust Retreat - Bishop Greg has been
familiar with the work of Parker J Palmer for a long
time and encouraged the introduction of the circles of
trust approach with retreats for clergy and laity. Again,
the circles approach embodies the commitments of the
Sanctuary Model. Those who attended the full retreats
have spoken very powerfully of their experience. The
Centre for Courage and Renewal in Australia and in
the United States have both been holding us in prayer
since they first began their engagement with us. Parker
J Palmer has invited Bishop Greg to a leadership retreat
next March in the US.
Survivor support - It has been evident to me for a long
time and was plain to see at the Royal Commission that
Michael Elliott and Bishop Greg are seen as champions
and supporters of the survivors. We are made better
because both of them are making the pathways, for
survivors and witnesses of abuse, to come forward so
much easier. I also want to recognise the significant role
that John Cleary has played with others in putting into
place redress processes that endeavour to be prompt,
pastoral and fair. John willingly accepted the role of
being a caring face of the church in what, at times,
could be extended and complex engagements.
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Ministries with families, children and youth - Across
the Diocese there is engaging and uplifting work with
young people. The school holiday program in the
Camden Haven, Messy Church and Mainly Music in
so many parishes, the combined parishes youth group
in the Maitland Deanery, the kids ministry at 9am at
Cooks Hill are just to name a few. Alongside this are
the tremendous services offered to vulnerable young
people and their families through Samaritans and
the care and education offered in the five schools
associated with the Diocese (Newcastle Grammar
School, Scone Grammar School, Lakes Grammar – An
Anglican School, Manning Valley Anglican College and
Bishop Tyrrell Anglican College).
Our commitment to funding redress – Last year
this Synod and the Diocesan Council made a strong
commitment to a financial strategy aimed at ensuring
we could fund redress claims. The vast majority of
parishes and all of the organisations have brought their
accounts into the Anglican Savings and Development
Fund. Anglican Care and Samaritans along with schools
have made this transition. You will hear in the course
of this Synod that a greater understanding of some
trusts means that our strategy use reserves is unlikely
to proceed. You will also hear that the Diocesan Council
is committed to finding a workable way forward which
limits, even not completely removing, the burden on
parishes.
Doing well what we normally do – When we are at
our best our parishes are places in which people are
cared for and nurtured - they have opportunities to
worship and to serve. When we are at our best the
needy are assisted and the vulnerable are supported.
Our parishes are places where people demonstrate their
love of God and love of neighbour.
Gracious spacious for our Bishop – I have seen the
tremendous outpouring of love and affection for Bishop
Greg within the wider community and within the
church. So many people acknowledge his bravery and
vulnerability. They affirm his leadership of the Diocese.
We show our character as a Diocese by the way we
respond to Bishop Greg’s appropriate need for rest and
recuperation at this time.

SOME STEPS TO FURTHER GROWTH
Governance Review - Bishop Greg and I have been
exploring for some time the need for governance
review in the Diocese. Our decision-making processes
are shaped primarily by nineteenth century models
and there are insights from contemporary corporate
governance that we do not utilise. I welcome at this
Synod Mark Jones and Jared Lawrence from KPMG
who have been engaged to look at our governance
and operational processes to identify areas for
improvement. Work is also underway through diocesan
lawyers to review the ordinances for agencies to
ensure that they incorporate the best contemporary
governance practices.
Professional Standards Review – In keeping with
the resolution of the 2014 General Synod and with the
support of the Diocesan Council, Professional Standards
Committee and Director, Bishop Greg has engaged an
experienced external consultant to undertake an
audit/review of aspects of our professional standards
work. This review is already underway.
We will hear of and see the product of these reviews
during 2017.
The Anglican hearing in March 2017 – This special
hearing of the Royal Commission is aimed at speaking
to the Anglican Church of Australia. We will hear
some of the broad themes and issues that have been
identified.

HOLY SATURDAY TO EASTER DAY
Each year, we do look forward to Easter Day on Holy
Saturday. We polish brass, practice music and arrange
flowers. People who are in church once a week or once
a year get ready to attend an Easter celebration.
In John’s Gospel we are reminded on that first Easter
Day, Thomas was not there and wasn’t convinced by
their recollections. John tells us that, “A week later his
disciples were again in the house, and Thomas was
with them. Although the doors were shut, Jesus came
and stood among them and said, “Peace be with you”.
Then he said to Thomas, “Put your finger here and see
my hands. Reach out your hand and put it in my side.
Do not doubt but believe”. Thomas answered him, “My
Lord and my God!”
I repeat this story because it reminds us that the
Risen Christ bears on his body the scars of trauma.
Our healthy future is not in covering over the story or
hiding blemishes. We will forever carry the scars of our
current wounds – and we should.

In the Road to Emmaus account in Luke’s Gospel, the
traumatised disciples are met by the Risen Jesus but do
not recognise it at the time. Jesus ministers to them by
listening to them, encouraging them, teaching them,
being present with them and eating with them. Luke
recounts, “When Jesus was at the table with them, he
took bread, blessed and broke it, and gave it to them.
Then their eyes were opened, and they recognized him;
and he vanished from their sight. They said to each
other, ‘Were not our hearts burning within us while he
was talking to us on the road, while he was opening the
scriptures to us?’”
I repeat this story because it says to all who have
experienced trauma, evil and sin that God - who is truly
loving and good - reaches to us by his presence and
in word and sacrament. God has promised to be our
companion in the deepest and darkest valleys; even
when we are convinced he is not there.

“Our healthy future is not in covering over the story
or hiding blemishes. We will forever carry the scars
of our current wounds – and we should.”
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Acknowledgements
I want again to acknowledge those who have come
forward to speak of the harm that occurred to them
within the Church in this Diocese. I also want to
acknowledge their families and those who support
them. I want to state again our commitment as a
Diocese to face the wrongs of the past and, where
you see it as appropriate, to assist in your journey of
recovery.
I have spoken of Bishop Greg many times this morning.
I want again to express my deep appreciation for his
leadership and the loving support he receives from
Kerry. I pray for them often. They have given so much
in the service of Christ and his church especially in this
Diocese.
I want to affirm the role of the various media outlets
based in Newcastle but particular the Newcastle Herald,
ABC1233 and NBN. I also want again to acknowledge
Joanne McCarthy’s leading role. Their commitment to
investigative journalism has meant that critical matters
have had transparency in the community.
I have spoken of Michael Elliott’s work. In the course
of the Royal Commission I learnt a lot more about what
our Diocese has been involved in and what he has
carried. We owe a debt of gratitude to Michael and I am
pleased that he is now joined by Cathy Rose who brings
a wealth of experience in responding to child sexual
abuse. I also want to acknowledge Geoff Spring as the
Chair of the Professional Standards Committee together
with each member of the PSC. Theirs is a voluntary
role and they work hard to help our church be safe and
address professional standards issues.
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As a Diocese we have continued to attend to a number
of strategic matters. Jessica Murnane with the support
of John Cleary has assisted the smooth transition for
parishes and agencies into the Anglican Savings and
Development Fund. John and I worked closely to enable
revision to the governance of our diocesan schools. John
and Lorin Livingstone negotiated further improvements
to the lending arrangements for the school loans. As
we gather as Synod we feel John’s absence while he
remains on personal leave. It is not clear at the moment
when he will be returning to work. Bishop Greg has
expressed to John our good wishes and the assurance of
our prayers.
I have spoken of the office staff but want to single
out three people for particular mention. Linda
Wilson is exercising her role as Acting Diocesan
Business Manager with professionalism, diligence
and compassion. Alison Dalmazzone and Jemma Hore
provide exceptional care and support to the bishops.
We are served very well by the team in the office and
schools corporation.
It is the privilege of a bishop to work closely with some
key leaders in the Diocese. I acknowledge in particular
the heads of agencies and schools together with Sonia
Roulston, Arthur Copeman and all the archdeacons.

Episcopal ministry

Conclusion

At the ordination of a bishop, other bishops gather
around the bishop designate and lay hands. There are
no priests, deacons or lay people engaged in this action.
The new bishop has a sense that as the Holy Spirit is
invoked they are joined with those who have gone
before them, as others will join with them in the future.

In a few moments I am going to ask you to
consider the Holy Saturday experience that
we are in as a Diocese. In your table groups,
I invite you to identify an insight into trauma
that you have gained during this last year
or even today. Then I would like you to look
forward and consider the seven commitments
of the Sanctuary Model. Which of the seven
commitments can you imagine engaging in your
parish or place of ministry.

As a bearer of the episcopate to you I apologise to you
the clergy and people of the Diocese for the failure by
bishops to exercise ministry in the way you rightly
expected of them.

Speaking personally
Last weekend a priest quipped to me, “yours has been
a most interesting episcopate”. It is just over 8 years
since Bishop Brian announced that he had invited me to
minister among you as a bishop. There have been many
and sometimes some very difficult challenges along the
way. This year has been the most demanding of all.

As we prepare for this work, I affirm that now to
God who is powerful and mighty be power and
glory for ever. Amen.
Kaiyu Kan Kaiwal Killi Bin Bin Yanti Katai
As you prepare for the table conversation, I
invite you to be alert to the presence of the Holy
Spirit moving in this placexi.

Bishop Greg and I are conscious every day of the
prayers and good wishes of the people of the Diocese.
We have been sustained by these expressions of grace.
Words are insufficient to express my appreciation to
my wife Nicki and my children Ben and Rebekah. They
have never ceased in their love and support.
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